Recent developments in neural information retrieval models have been promising, but a problem remains: human relevance judgments are expensive to produce, while neural models require a considerable amount of training data. In an a empt to ll this gap, we present an approach that-given a weak training set of pseudo-queries, documents, relevance information-lters the data to produce e ective positive and negative query-document pairs.
INTRODUCTION
Promising improvements have been reported recently with the development of various state-of-the-art neural IR models for ad-hoc retrieval [6, 7, 9, 11] . While deep models require extensive training data, manual judgments in information retrieval are expensive to collect. To overcome this gap, existing work a empts to utilize weak supervision to replace manual judgments. Early works have a empted to utilize di erent man-made text pairs for weak supervision, including anchor text and landing pages [1] , or hashtags and tweets [3] . More recently, a query log and an unsupervised ranker (namely BM25) were successfully exploited to provide a huge amount of training data as a weak signal for a deep neural network [5] .
In this work we a empt to extend the range of data sources that can be used for training neural IR models by employing widelyavailable text content as pseudo training materials. To utilize these resources, the query-document relationship is simulated with text pairs that are treated as a pseudo-query and a retrieved document. For most neural models, this requires that the interactions between such text pairs resemble the interactions between a query and its * is work was conducted at an internship at the Max Planck Institute for Informatics. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). SIGIR 2017 Workshop on Neural Information Retrieval (Neu-IR'17), August 7-11, 2017 , Shinjuku, Tokyo, Japan © 2017 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. DOI: 10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn relevant documents. In this work, we focus on one kind of such text pairs: the headline and the content of a news article. is is a promising candidate given that headlines o en aim to highlight and summarize the content, and news articles are easily accessed and continually published, resulting in a widely-available and everincreasing source of potential training data with low procurement costs.
In the usage of pseudo-queries and documents for weak supervision of neural IR model training, however, we note two di culties, coined as Hard-Negative and Mismatched-Interaction problems. We exemplify the problems below in the context of a news corpus, but we suspect these problems would also exist when training on any large weak corpus.
e Hard-Negative problem refers to the di culty of selecting negative training examples. In the context of a news corpus, a headline and its corresponding content can be used as positive training example to inform a model what a relevant query-document interaction looks like. However, training also requires negative samples because the model learns pa erns from the di erences between the two. It seems reasonable that all news articles except the corresponding article could be treated as non-relevant. However, for a given headline, a random news article will likely be uninformative to the model because it will result in a trivial comparison to the positive example. For example, a random article for the iconic headline "Nixon Resigns" might be an article about sports and may not match any terms in the document-a trivial example for the model to distinguish.
e Mismatched-Interaction problem refers to when pseudoqueries have di erent interactions with its documents than the interactions expected between a real query and its relevant/nonrelevant retrieved documents. For example, some headlines are wri en to draw a reader's a ention with a poetic or sarcastic expression, rather than strictly summarizing the article's content. Intuitively, training on such pairs could mislead the model, resulting in the model learning pa erns that do not translate well to the relevance of a document given an ad-hoc query (e.g, sarcasm). One example of such an article is "When Bird Flies In", a sports article about basketball player Larry Bird (who was not literally ying, as it turns out).
We address these problems with two di erent lters, namely the ranking lter and the interaction lter. Akin to [5] , the ranking lter employs a BM25 ranking model to provide initial article rankings for each headline. Only top pseudo-documents are considered as negative samples. Meanwhile, only pseudo-queries that are able to retrieve their pseudo-relevant documents are used as positive samples. e former addresses the Hard-Negative problem by avoiding trivial negative samples, whereas the la er aims at partially addressing the Mismatched-Interaction problem by removing queries that cannot be utilized by an unsupervised ranker and therefore may have mismatched interactions. In addition, we propose a novel unsupervised ltering mechanism based on query-document interaction similarity to serve as an interaction lter, further sieving the candidates and only reserving the ones that are similar enough to the "real interactions". In particular, the interaction lter builds "mock" interaction embeddings for each pair, approximating how the interaction are "seen" by the downstream neural IR architecture.
erea er, these embeddings are compared with the ones from template query-document pairs, and only the most similar pass the lter.
e contributions of this work are twofold: (i) we address general issues when training neural IR models on a weak dataset by introducing two ltering techniques; and (ii) we investigate the usage of a news corpus in providing weak supervision signals for neural IR models. rough experiments on T Web Track, we con rm that, with the proposed methods, one can already achieve a performance which is close to the state-of-the-art when experimenting with established neural IR models, by solely training on a news corpus. e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recaps existing literature. In Section 3, we provide details about our weak supervision method and provide details about our techniques for addressing the Hard-Negative and Mismatched-Interaction problems. Following that, in Section 4.1, the setup of our empirical study is described. Section 4.2 presents the results and provides answers to the research questions stated above. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions.
RELATED WORK
Weak supervision, in the context of IR, is the use of pseudo-labels between pseudo-queries and documents to train a ranking model in place of manual judgments, thereby avoiding the laborious manual judgments of the relevance of query-document pairs. Early work on weak supervision focused on traditional learning-to-rank models. A probabilistic framework for generating known-item pseudo-queries and pseudo-labels was proposed in [2] . Moreover, di erent sources of "implicit manual input" have been investigated to serve as pseudolabels. Web anchor text and their landing pages were exploited in [1] , where di erent learning to rank features were employed to assign relevant or non-relevant pseudo-labels. Beyond that, Berendsen et al. [3] investigated the usage of hashtags and the tweets that embed them as the pseudo-queries and the documents respectively.
More recently, Dehghani et al. [5] investigated how well weak supervision can be employed to train neural ranking models, which is especially appealing given the data-hungry nature of such models. In their approach, the AOL query log [12] is used as a source of queries, and the ranking scores from an unsupervised ranker, BM25, are employed as pseudo-labels. Dehghani et al. evaluated multiple neural ranking models with this weak supervision setup. Remarkably, models that are solely trained with BM25 relevance scores outperformed the original BM25 ranker. Akin to [5] , in this work we investigate the use of weak supervision to train a neural IR model.
is work di ers in that another kind of "implicit manual input", the headlines and contents of news articles, are exploited as weak supervision signals. Instead of proposing novel model architectures, we conduct a pilot study exploring an e ective way to mitigate the gaps between the weak supervision signals extracted from a news corpus and the relevance matching information required to train a successful ranker.
Neural ranking models. Several the state-of-the-art neural IR models explored in this work are also brie y summarized below.
e Deep Relevance Matching Model (DRMM) proposed in [6] , consumes document-query term similarity histograms as input to produce a document relevance score, which is employed in Section 4. We also evaluate our weak supervision approach based on the MatchPyramid model [11] , the local model from DUET (DUETL) [9] , and the PACRR [7] model. All these three take querydocument term similarity matrices as input, employing convolutional kernels (CNN) to extract matching signals, ultimately passing the CNN's output through either a recurrent layer (PACRR) or fully connected layers (MatchPyramid and DUETL) to produce a document relevance score. All four models have been shown to perform well on the T Web Track's ad-hoc ranking task [6, 7] .
METHOD
In this section, we describe the two lters, namely the ranking lter and the interaction lter, designed to address the Hard-Negative and Mismatched-Interaction problems. Given a set of pseudo querydocument pairs (e.g., headlines and contents from a news corpus), these two lters select a subset of the pairs to serve as training data.
Ranking lter
To address parts of the Hard-Negative and Mismatched-Interaction problems, one could exploit the search results from a state-of-theart unsupervised ranking model (e.g. BM25), assuming it returns reasonable search results for most queries. For a su ciently large set of training pairs, most documents will be completely unrelated to any given query. (For a news corpus, this is because one purpose of a headline is to act as a title for its corresponding content.) Documents that fail to be included in the top n ne when searching for a given query could be regarded as overtly unrelated and thus unsuitable negative examples. Se ing n ne to a small number ensures some degree of relevance between a non-relevant document and query. Meanwhile, sometimes a pseudo-relevant pair does not interact similarly to a real query-document pair due to domain di erences. (In a news corpus, this might mean a poetic or clever headline, with few matching terms in the article content.) When an unsupervised ranking model fails to rank a pseudo-relevant document within the top n r ank , it is reasonable to suspect that the interaction of this pair does not match the interactions exhibited by real query-document pairs. In summary, the ranking lter functions as follows. Given a pseudo-query, an unsupervised ranking model is employed to retrieve documents. If a given pseudo-relevant document is not retrieved within the top n r ank search results, the pseudo-query is discarded. Otherwise, corresponding content is treated as a positive training example, and the top n ne pseudo-non-relevant documents are treated as negative training examples. is approach bears some semblance to the one from Dehghani et. al [5] , but with di erent motivations: in this work the signals from the unsupervised model are decomposed to select the negative training examples and to lter the mismatched interactions.
Interaction lter
While the Hard-Negative problem has been well addressed by the ranking lter, the Mismatched-Interaction problem has been only tackled partially. Namely, the fact that a pseudo-query can be used to retrieve its corresponding document within top n r ank does not necessarily mean the interaction is particularly close to the interaction of a real query-document pair. is is especially true for large values of n r ank . One would like to employ more negrained methods to further lter training data directly according to the interaction relationship. Since di erent neural information retrieval models represent interactions di erently, both the design and e ectiveness of an interaction lter are tied to the model itself.
Since most neural IR models contain intermediate layers that can be considered interaction embeddings, we propose the following general technique using mock interaction embeddings that approximate the characteristics captured by the interaction embeddings of a particular model. Along with the set of relevant pseudo-querydocument pairs P, a small set of template query-document pairs T is collected. ese templates should come from the target search domain to ensure similar interactions, but do not need to be judged as relevant. Using a distance function dist, distances between the mock embeddings from each set are calculated.
e lter only permits pair p ∈ P if it is one of the n sim nearest pairs for any t ∈ T . More formally, the list of candidates permi ed by the lter is provided by:
where argmin n s im retrieves the argument of the bo om n simscoring values, and the function m calculates the mock embedding for a given pair. Equivalently, this approach could take the maximum values given a similarity score.
PACRR interaction filter.
In this work, we use the above approach to build an interaction lter for the PACRR [7] model. We leave the design and evaluation of interaction lters for other models for future work. To provide context for the lter, we rst summarize the structure of PACRR.
As input, PACRR takes a similarity matrix sim |q |× |d | for query q and document d. Each element of the matrix is the cosine similarity between pre-trained word embeddings 1 of the corresponding query and document term. CNN kernels of various sizes are then applied to the matrix. ese kernels capture local n-gram interactions between the query and document. Max-pooling is applied to each kernel to retain only the top matching signal, and the subsequent matrices are further max-pooled to retain only the strongest signals over each query term. ese interaction embeddings are then passed to dense layers that generate the nal relevance score.
Keeping these details in mind, we use the general technique above with a mock embedding function m P AC RR and a distance function aMSE. 1 h ps://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/ e function m P ACRR starts by representing a query-document pair with the same similarity matrix that PACRR takes as input.
en, the query-document similarity matrices are further compressed into an interaction embedding vector i ec with length |q| by keeping only the maximum similarity score for each query term.
is is akin to the PACRR's max-pooling layer. For example, take the query q ="bird ies in" and document d ="endangered animals seek refuge". e similarity matrix and interaction embeddings are: Since the PACRR interaction embeddings could come from any position in the similarity matrix, a simple distance score (e.g., Euclidean distance) is inadequate. In other words, the di erences are aggregated over position, and we want the function to be relatively position independent. We propose an aligned mean squared error (aMSE) function. A simple mean squared error can be calculated for two real-valued vectors ec a and ec b of equal length l as follows:
To remove the dependency on position, the elements in the vectors are circularly shi ed by s positions before computing the MSE with a function denoted as shi ( ec, s). Speci cally, 
While only a high-level approximation of PACRR's functionality, this approach aims to identify interaction pa erns that are similar to the template interaction pa erns, including rough n-gram matching.
EVALUATION
In this section, we empirically evaluate our approach by training and comparing the state-of-the-art neural IR models on a news corpus by applying the ranking lter from Section 3.1. We compare against the same models trained on manually labeled training data. Beyond that, we apply the interaction lter, reducing the distance between the pseudo-collection and a real query-document corpus. By applying the proposed lters, we examine whether a large news Comparison of model performance when using the PACRR interaction lter. Since this lter is designed to work well with PACRR; other models are simply provided as a baseline. e relative improvements (%) compared to using the NYT corpus without the interaction lter is given in brackets. e top result for each year appears in bold. Statistically signi cant improvements and reductions between WT11 and the interaction lter using a two-tailed student's t-test at p < 0.05 are marked with and , respectively. No results were signi cantly di erent under these conditions between the NYT corpus with and without the interaction lter. corpus can replace certain amount of manual judgments to serve as training data.
Model

Experimental Setup
Dataset. We derive our pseudo-collection from the New York Times (NYT) news corpus, which consists of 1.8m articles published over a twenty year period [13] . e headline eld is extracted as the pseudo-query. A constraint on the length of each headline is applied, only keeping the articles with headlines including 6 to 16 tokens (inclusive), leaving us 133k headlines, a feasible set of headlines to work with. Meanwhile, the judgments from 2011 T Web Track's ad-hoc task (WT11) serve as an established training dataset, which include 50 queries and more than 19k manual judgments. Moreover, in the interaction lter, all judged query-document pairs from 2012-14 T Web Track's ad-hoc task (WT12-14) are employed as the templates, ending up with 150 queries and 64k pairs. Note that the query-document pairs' judgments are not used; we discuss this template requirement in more detail at the end of Section 4.2.
Benchmark. Akin to [6, 7] , di erent competing models are used to re-rank the search results from a query-likelihood retrieval model (QL), by examining the quality of the re-ranked search results in terms of ERR@20 [4] and nDCG@20 [8] . e 2012-14 querylikelihood baselines (Terrier [10] version) from T 2 serve as the QL baseline rankings.
Neural IR models. In this work, several the state-of-the-art neural IR models are evaluated: MatchPyramid [11] , DRMM [6] , the local model in DUET [9] (DUETL), and the recent PACRR [7] model. e models are described in more detail in Section 2.
To be er cater for the weak supervision signals from the pseudo collection, the model architectures are tweaked according to our preliminary experiments. For PACRR models, a single 5 × 5 convolution kernel is employed in place of a series of kernels with di erent sizes as in [7] , namely, 2 × 2, 3 × 3, etc.. Given that it is suggested to experiment with di erent kernels in Pang et. al [11] , we report the results for MatchPyramid with both the default 1 × 3 (unigram) kernel and a 5 × 5 (ngram) kernel. Aside from the fact that the pseudo judgments are in place of the real manual judgments, intuition tells us that there exist big di erences between articles from in the corpus and arbitrary web pages in WT11-the former is be er normalized and homogeneous. In fact, NYT can be considered a subset of WT11, given that the Clueweb dataset employed in WT11 also includes news articles. erefore, we argue that the introduction of a larger size kernel (namely 5 × 5) actually improves the generalization of the models, preventing the model from learning speci c features of NYT. As for DRMM and DUETL, both are designed to perform unigram matching, with histogram or a 1 × |d | kernel, and their architectures are not changed.
Training and baseline. e performances are compared when training the same model on the manually judged (WT11) and the pseudo collections (NYT). When training on NYT, n ne = 6, n r ank = 30 and n sim = 100 are xed based on insights and results obtained from our pilot experiments. All models are trained for 50 iterations including 1,024 samples each. On WT11, the results are reported with ve-fold cross validation. WT11 is randomly split into ve folds, and four are used for training and the remaining fold is used for validation data.
Results
Ranking lter. We rst provide the results for each neural IR model when trained on the NYT corpus limited by the ranking lter from Section 3.1. e results are compared against the cross validation performance on WT11 by re-ranking the search results from QL, as shown in Table 1 .
It can be seen that when trained on WT11, all models improve the search results from QL. e improvements over QL when trained on NYT are more mixed. With the PACRR and MatchPyramid ngram models, training on NYT consistently performs be er than on WT11. Meanwhile, DRMM, MatchPyramid unigram, and DUETL perform worse when trained on the NYT. One possible explanation might be due to their reliance on unigram matching, which prevents them from generalizing between the two collections.
Interaction lter. We used the interaction lter to further select a smaller subset of the NYT corpus by retaining only the top n sim headline-content pairs when ltering with each of the 64k query-document pairs from WT12-14. e results are displayed in Table 2 . With the PACRR model, the interaction lter improves the results by 6-20% over the best PACRR results from Table 1 . We show results on all ve models for comparison. However, we remark that such low results on the other models are expected since the interaction lter was derived from PACRR's architecture. e task to design interaction lters from other models is le for future work. Moreover, note that the query-document pair templates that are employed for ltering are actually derived from queries from T judgment les. We do not use the labels from the judgments, however. Given that such query-document pairs are originally pooled on the top-k search results from dozens of participating systems relative to the 150 queries, we argue that one can replace this pool by employing several retrieval systems, and collect querydocument pairs from their search results. We leave an investigation of this pooling approach to future work.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented an approach for using weak supervision to train neural IR models. We showed that news articles can provide e ective weak signals for some models-namely the models that use larger convolutional kernels. We discussed challenges encountered, and provided solutions to the Hard-Negative and Mismatched-Interaction problems by strategically choosing "hard" negative samples and by proposing a novel interaction lter. We trained and evaluated four leading neural IR models, and found that the approach is most e ective for training the PACRR model. Future work could develop lters that be er match the architectures of the other models, and look into alternate data sources for the interaction lter.
